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The Gateway Company has launched its new laptop in the market that is Gateway LT32. It is one of
the latest ranges of laptop that has been introduced in the market. Letâ€™s take a review of the laptop
and discuss about the newly added features and also about the drawbacks of the laptop.

Staring with the good features and advantageous area is that it is much powerful than the Intel Atom
Netbooks. It is very reasonable the prices. Other extra feature as come is that it is having a big
keyboard. Talking about the drawbacks, it is a single core processor. The touchpad of the laptop is
not so good and also does not support the multi touch gestures. It is useful Netbook with some extra
features and accurate prize. Gateway LT32 is having a big screen size and a good power.

It is having 10 inch display with Original Windows 7 Starter. It comes with Intel AtomN450 CPU and
also 1 GB RAM. These all features and configurations are appropriate for many simple tasks and for
web surfing.

Discussing about the looks and the design that Gateway LT32 is having designs like the Acer
Ferrari One which was launched in the year of 2010. The big keyboard which comes with it makes
the work of typing easy and more efficient. The keyboard is wide andflat but it is having packed keys
which sometimes cause some uneasiness. The touchpad is also not so good and is of the same
material which the rest of the wrist is made. It is having some normal multi touchgestures like the
double fingers scrolling but it is very hard to use and sometimes do not work.

The Gateway LT32 is having one more extra and advanced feature other than the other Netbooks
that it is having the HDMI output. All this makes a meaning that it can be linkedthroughthe port to
some large displays. It is having the lack of the Bluetooth but it has other standard set of ports and
the connections.

The laptop is definitely one step ahead of the Atom Netbooks. There is less booting time and it
saves lots of time due to the Neo processor and some extra RAM which makes it processing a little
bit faster as compared to the others. It is also having the Radeon graphics card which is good for
playing the basic games on the laptop. It will not support the 3 D games but still it fulfills the
common demands for other games.
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